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Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

 Greetings Unto the Populace of Adria! 
I appreciate everyone, for your patience.

Local Heralds, Keep up the great work on the reports and following up on submittals.
I would like to thank The Kingdom of Auroch's Fojrd & The Kingdom of Terre Neuve

for taking the time, and releasing Heraldic Devices that are no longer being used.
ISOA Team, I appreciate the time you've taken to help review each device.

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

This LORR will start with
Worthies, Approved devices

followed with
Transfers, Release & Returns

Please make sure
submissions are sent directly to 

myfoxco@gmail.com  

If you do not receive a reply from me
within 3 days acknowledging receipt,

please check the address is correct and resend. 
Thank you. 
In service, 

-Ashlynn O'Conner-
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h.r.m. dame madison de malo
( m.k.a. pamela paulson )

-february 2024-

In service,
-Ashlynn O'Conner-

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentls to whom these letters shall come, Her 
Excellency/Capitan/Dame Ashlynn O'Conner, Member of the following Imperial Orders; Queen's Guard, 
Crown Companions; Imperial Baroness of the Court, Knight Bachelor, Knight Minister; Member and 
Capitan of Cathair Na Caillte Order of the Crown Guard; Queen of Arms of the Realm and Empire of 
Adria send greetings. 

A call has been heard throughout the Empire of Adria regarding the service of H.R.M. Dame Madison De 
Malo also known as Pamela Paulson, late of the Kingdom of Auroch's Fjord;

WHEREAS, anciently and from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been 
commended to the world with sundry monuments and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which 
the chief and most usual has been the bearing of Arms which are demonstrations of knightly virtues.  So 
hath it been and yet is continually observed to the end that such persons as have done great service to their 
Country or Empire, either in war or in peace, may receive due honor in their lives and derive the same 
successively unto their posterity forever more.

WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in 
the place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representatives of the College of Arms have 
made search and do find the service to the Empire of Adria and its subjects by H.R.M Dame Madison De 
Malo was exemplary. 

THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue, 
and valor.  The Arms of the Worthies are forever held above all others as such examples and may be borne 
by hopefuls upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of an armiger are bestowed upon them. 

FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized 
solely by the College of Arms of the Empire of Adria, We do hereby and herewith declare H.R.M. Dame 
Madison De Malo a Premier Member of the Worthies of Adria.

TO HONOR H.R.M. Dame Madison De Malo in perpetuity and by virtue of the power vested in me by 
the Empire of Adria, We hold the Arms of H.R.M. Dame Madison De Malo being;

"Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or"
to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy,” to be borne by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should 

they have no registered arms of their own. 
By Our hand, the 22nd day of February 2024



sir thorn labrith 
( m.k.a. john hazher )

-february 2024-

In service,
-Ashlynn O'Conner-

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentls to whom these letters shall come, Her 
Excellency/Capitan/Dame Ashlynn O'Conner, Member of the following Imperial Orders; Queen's Guard, 
Crown Companions; Imperial Baroness of the Court, Knight Bachelor, Knight Minister; Member and 
Capitan of Cathair Na Caillte Order of the Crown Guard; Queen of Arms of the Realm and Empire of 
Adria send greetings. 

A call has been heard throughout the Empire of Adria regarding the service of Sir Thorn Labrith also known 
as John Hazher, late of the Kingdom of Auroch's Fjord;

WHEREAS, anciently and from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been 
commended to the world with sundry monuments and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which 
the chief and most usual has been the bearing of Arms which are demonstrations of knightly virtues.  So 
hath it been and yet is continually observed to the end that such persons as have done great service to their 
Country or Empire, either in war or in peace, may receive due honor in their lives and derive the same 
successively unto their posterity forever more.

WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in 
the place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representatives of the College of Arms have 
made search and do find the service to the Empire of Adria and its subjects by Sir Thorn Labrith was 
exemplary. 

THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue, 
and valor.  The Arms of the Worthies are forever held above all others as such examples and may be borne 
by hopefuls upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of an armiger are bestowed upon them. 

FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized 
solely by the College of Arms of the Empire of Adria, We do hereby and herewith declare Sir Thorn 
Labrith a Premier Member of the Worthies of Adria.

TO HONOR Sir Thorn Labrith in perpetuity and by virtue of the power vested in me by the Empire of 
Adria, We hold the Arms of Sir Thorn Labrith being;

"Argent, a battle axe Sable maintained between two wyvern displayed 
respectant with tails entwined about the shaft Purpure"

to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy,” to be borne by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should 
they have no registered arms of their own. 

By Our hand, the 22nd day of February 2024



Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Joseph Hoskins
Person-Flag

Argent, saltire engrailed Sable 
overall chimera statant Gules

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Umbria

Terre Neuve

Albion-Rayonne

Canton of Varheg
Estate-Device

Albion-Rayonne

Per pale Azure and Vert, in fess, a 
turul displayed grasping a sword 
and a five tower castle Argent

House of the Rose 
Estate-Flag

Canton of Varheg 
Estate-Flag

FEBRUARY LORR 2024
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Per fess Azure and Vert, a turul 
displayed grasping a sword Argent

Gules, a rose Or, on a chief 
Sable with three dragons Or



Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Albion-Rayonne Canton of Varheg
Estate-Device

Per fess Azure and Vert, a five 
tower castle Argent

FEBRUARY LORR 2024
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Chesapeake Heather Hagerman
Person-Device

Or, two domestic cats combattant  
effarouche Sable orbed and 
languled, on a point pointed Gules 
an oil lamp lit Or

Terre Neuve House Valhalla 
Estate-Badge
change to
Estate-Device

Or, in fess two arrows in saltire 
inverted between two ravens 
respectant Sable

Cathair Na Caillite Dragon Soul
Estate-Shield
transfer to
Billy Akins
Person-Device

Sable, a dragon's head erased and 
in chief an annulet Or

TRANSFERS/CHANGES



Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Release 

FEBRUARY LORR 2024

Rebecca Chatterton
Person-Device

Gules, upon a heart Argent a rose 
Sable

Auroch's Fjord

Auroch's Fjord

Auroch's Fjord

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Lawrence Moura 
Person-Device

Sandra Guild 
Person-Device

Argent, a bear Proper dormant upon a 
mount Vert

Argent, a cauldron Sable and in chief a 
heart Gules
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Returns 
Canton of Varheg
Estate-Badge

Fieldless, a turul displayed grasping 
a sword Argent

Reason: Badge as itself is too similar 
to the Hungarian Defense Forces

Albion-Rayonne



Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Release 

FEBRUARY LORR 2024

Dwight Silva 
Person-Device

Quarterly Sable and Argent, a 
mullet Gules

Auroch's Fjord

Auroch's Fjord

Auroch's Fjord

Auroch's Fjord

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

House DeSolio
Estate-Device

Canton Fjelborg
Estate-Device

Barony of Bryn Marw
Estate-Device

Per bend Gules and Sable, a sword 
Proper enfiled of a crown Or

Per chevron Azure and Sable, a 
castle tower Argent

Gules,upon a saltire 
Argent, two arrows 
inverted in saltire Gules
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Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Release 

FEBRUARY LORR 2024

Barony of Cavaleri Nere 
Estate-Device

Sable, a bend sinister ArgentTerre Neuve

Terre Neuve

Terre Neuve

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Terre Neuve Gotte Ritter un Schone 
Fraued
Estate-Device

House Ull
Estate-Badge

House Ull
Estate-Badge

Per chevron Gules and Sable, a 
chevron Argent

Per pal Sable & Argent, a bow 
armed and drawn Counterchanged

Per pale Argent and Sable, a bow 
armed and drawn Counterchanged.
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Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Release & Disallowed 

FEBRUARY LORR 2024

House Yggdrasil
Estate-Flag

Gules, in chevron three triangles 
interlaced and two wolves sejant ululant 
Argent

Reason: Valknot,Valknut, Valknut has 
been used by white supremacists group

Terre Neuve

Terre Neuve

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Terre Neuve

Terre Neuve House Yggdrasil
Estate-Flag

House Yggdrasil
Estate-Flag

House Yggdrasil
Estate-Flag
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Purpure, in chevron three triangles 
interlaced and two wolves sejant ululant 
Argent

Reason: Valknot,Valknut, Valknut has 
been used by white supremacists group

Sable, in chevron three triangles 
interlaced and two birds rising volant 
toward center Argent

Reason: Valknot,Valknut, Valknut has 
been used by white supremacists group

Gules, in chevron three triangles 
interlaced and two birds rising volant 
toward center Argent

Reason: Valknot,Valknut, Valknut has 
been used by white supremacists group



Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations. 

Release & Disallowed 

FEBRUARY LORR 2024

House Yggdrasil
Estate-Flag

Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Terre Neuve
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PurPure, in chevron three triangles 
interlaced and two birds rising volant 
toward center Argent

Reason: Valknot,Valknut, Valknut has 
been used by white supremacists group
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